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Abstract
Streaming workloads deal with data that is generated in real-
time. This data is often unpredictable and changes rapidly
in volume. To deal with these fluctuations, current systems
aim to dynamically scale in and out, redistribute, and migrate
computing tasks across a cluster of machines. While many
prior works have focused on reducing the overhead of system
reconfiguration and state migration on pre-allocated cluster
resources, these approaches still face significant challenges
in meeting latency SLOs at low operational costs, especially
upon facing unpredictable bursty loads.

In this paper, we propose Sponge, a new stream process-
ing system that enables fast reactive scaling of long-running
stream queries by leveraging serverless framework (SF) in-
stances. Sponge absorbs sudden, unpredictable increases in
input loads from existing VMs with low latency and cost by
taking advantage of the fact that SF instances can be initiated
quickly, in just a few hundred milliseconds. Sponge efficiently
tracks a small number of metrics to quickly detect bursty loads
and make fast scaling decisions based on these metrics. More-
over, by incorporating optimization logic at compile-time
and triggering fast data redirection and partial-state merging
mechanisms at runtime, Sponge avoids optimization and state
migration overheads during runtime while efficiently offload-
ing bursty loads from existing VMs to new SF instances. Our
evaluation on AWS EC2 and Lambda using the NEXMark
benchmark shows that Sponge promptly reacts to bursty input
loads, reducing 99th-percentile tail latencies by 88% on aver-
age compared to other stream query scaling methods on VMs.
Sponge also reduces cost by 83% compared to methods that
over-provision VMs to handle unpredictable bursty loads.

1 Introduction

Stream queries continuously process real-time data to extract
insights and make business-critical decisions, such as analyz-
ing real-time logs to extract statistics, detect anomalies, and
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provide notifications [2, 6, 29, 48, 52]. Latency is an essential
service level objective (SLO) in these streaming workloads,
as faster up-to-date results mean more value. Stream systems
are expected to run 24/7 while meeting their SLOs [53].

Meanwhile, stream systems regularly face significant chal-
lenges due to sudden, unpredictable bursts of input loads
caused by random events, e.g., influencer tweets, breaking
news, and natural disasters [46,47]. These bursts can abruptly
increase the input load by more than 10× in just a few sec-
onds [11, 17, 26, 37, 56]. If stream processing systems do
not quickly acquire additional computing resources that can
handle the bursty loads and do not promptly redistribute the
load to the newly allocated computing resources, events will
soon pile up on the existing resources, leading to cascading
impacts on query latencies that can have fatal consequences
such as reduced user satisfaction and revenues [48].

One approach to quickly acquiring additional computing
resources is to over-provision resources. Existing work such
as Rhino [18], Megaphone [25], and Chronostream [55] builds
efficient stream load redistribution mechanisms by harness-
ing over-provisioned resources to minimize latency spikes on
load bursts. For instance, Megaphone [25] smoothly migrates
stream query loads to extra resources during stable load in
preparation for load spikes. However, over-provisioning solu-
tions can be costly and inefficient, as a significant amount of
resources will remain idle for most of the time.

Cloud services can reduce operational costs by offering on-
demand resource allocations. Existing scaling approaches for
on-demand resources dynamically migrate stream operator
instances, in units of parallel tasks, to the allocated on-demand
virtual machines (VMs). They redistribute the tasks and their
states, which are key-value pairs of aggregated intermediate
results [7, 15, 16, 19, 36, 49]. However, migrating tasks and
their states incurs extra overheads (e.g., (de)serialization),
which increase proportionally to the state size (e.g., a large
number of key-value pairs), and can violate low latency SLOs.
Moreover, using VMs, which are popular on-demand cloud
resources, can further exacerbate latency spikes due to the
considerable launch delay of VM instances which can take
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dozens of seconds (i.e., 25-30 secs) with conventional cloud
providers [21, 31, 44].

In this paper, we design Sponge, a new stream processing
system that requires low operational costs and keeps low
latency upon sudden bursty loads. Sponge is designed with
the following three design principles:
Combining two heterogeneous cloud resources to have
the best of both worlds: Sponge harnesses two heteroge-
neous cloud resources: VMs and serverless function (SF) in-
stances. Serverless solutions provided by conventional cloud
providers [11, 17, 26, 37, 56] only take hundreds of millisec-
onds (i.e., 300-750 ms) to launch and prepare and are de-
signed to achieve high scalability, while the operational costs
are much higher than those of VMs. Therefore, to achieve
low latency and low operational costs, Sponge uses VMs for
processing stable streaming loads for longer periods of time,
while quickly invoking SF instances and using them for short
periods of time to handle bursty loads. If the bursty input
loads persist, we may consider launching new VM instances
to permanently offload the tasks with existing state migration
techniques [16, 18, 19, 23, 25, 28, 36, 45, 49, 55]. In such cases,
on-demand SF instances can be used to accomplish system
SLOs by hiding the launch overhead during the preparation
of the new VM instances.
Keeping tasks with high migration overheads on VMs, while
quickly redirecting data to SFs: When VMs process stream-
ing data with stable loads over long periods of time, the states
of stream tasks are materialized, and the state size may in-
crease on the existing VMs. To avoid the state migration over-
heads from VMs to SFs, Sponge incorporates the redirect-
and-merge mechanism: Sponge immediately redirects the
increased load to SFs, which are imminent to offload, so that
each SF instance can build small partial states and periodi-
cally send them back to the VMs to merge with the original
states. This approach allows Sponge to promptly exploit fast-
launching SF instances and bypass the prohibition of direct
network communication between SF instances. For quick data
redirection, Sponge exploits SF properties to prevent cold start
latencies and pre-initiates copies of VM tasks on SFs to keep
its runtime, process, and pre-initiated tasks readily available
on time.
Fast reactive scaling: On top of the fast resource scaling
mechanisms on SF instances, Sponge identifies bottleneck
tasks reactively and makes precise decisions on which part of
the query to offload and how much of the compute resources
to request. At runtime, Sponge continuously monitors the
CPU usage, the major resource constraint of task execution,
to quickly react to the changing input loads. Our offloading
policy determines the fraction of input loads to offload based
on excess events accumulated in the input queue and accounts
for the optimal time to recover from load increases to meet
the SLOs for a given query.

Sponge is built atop Apache Nemo [51,57] with about 10K
lines of code. We evaluate Sponge on EC2 instances (5×
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Figure 1: (a) Logical DAG of four operators including a state-
ful Sum operator with two key groups. (b) The corresponding
physical DAG with parallel tasks.

r5.xlarge) and AWS Lambda instances (up to 200 Lambda
instances of 1,769MB memory with one full CPU core) with
NEXMark [42], a popular benchmark for stream processing.
The effectiveness of our optimizations varies according to the
characteristics of queries (e.g., dataflow pattern, # of tasks,
and state size). Our evaluations show that Sponge exhibits
similar performance to costly over-provisioned approaches,
and reduces input event 99th-percentile tail latencies by 88%
on average compared to scaling queries on VMs and by 70%
compared to scaling on SFs without our techniques.

2 Background

In this section, we describe the resource demand characteris-
tics of stream processing and different on-demand resource
provisioning methods provided by current cloud services.

2.1 Stream Processing

Execution model. A stream processing query processes an
unbounded number of timestamped events to derive specific
results (e.g., top K, statistics) on every temporal window. The
execution of the query is generally expressed as a directed
acyclic graph (DAG) of operators and data dependencies. As
shown in Fig. 1, a vertex represents a stream operator that
transforms input events and emits output events, and an edge
represents how data flows between its adjacent operators. Pop-
ular stream engines like Flink [15], Spark Streaming [7], and
Beam [12] aid users with high-level languages (e.g., declar-
ative language) to facilitate query expressions. To provision
compute resources over stream operators in response to the
input data rate, the stream engine generates an optimized
physical DAG (Fig. 1(b)) after translating a user query into
a logical DAG (Fig. 1(a)). In a physical DAG, each logical
operator is expanded into n parallel tasks, p0, ..., pn−1, where
each task processes a disjoint data partition.
Streaming operators and resource demands. A stream op-
erator is either stateless or stateful. Stateless operators, such
as map and filter, are typically used to compute individ-
ual events or drop unnecessary events or fields by applying
predicates. Due to their simplicity, stateless operators can be
pipelined together within a single node to leverage data local-
ity and reduce network overheads. On the other hand, state-
ful operators, such as groupByKey and join, perform data
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(a) stateful join (b) stateless map

Figure 2: CPU and memory usage patterns for (a) stateful
windowed join and (b) stateless map operators upon process-
ing a fixed input rate of 80K events/s on identical 4 vCore
nodes. The CPU and memory usage of the stateful operator
increase until the window is full.

grouping within a window boundary to organize unbounded
streaming events into disjoint groups based on timestamps
and aggregation keys, requiring computationally extensive
key lookups. Thus, most streaming engines apply parallelism
specifically to stateful operators such that a single stateful task
pi processes events that only belong to a non-overlapping key
partition group Ki out of the entire key space K = ∪n−1

i=0 Ki.
Stateful operators are often the major source of system

bottlenecks [38, 50]. In particular, since each parallel stateful
task is assigned to a key partition group, it incurs shuffle com-
munication for the events in its key group that are collected
from the preceding (upstream) operators. Shuffle communi-
cation often requires the data to travel across different nodes,
requiring data serialization and deserialization on top of the
computation performed for the key lookups. As a result, as
shown in Fig. 2, it is prevalent to provision more CPUs to exe-
cute stateful operators rather than stateless operators [28, 54].

2.2 On-Demand Resource Provisioning
Several real-world stream analytics systems report high tem-
poral variability in the event count of data streams, even across
one-minute time windows [34, 36, 43, 48]. This means that
stream processing may need to frequently adjust resource pro-
visioning and query execution plans in response to changes
in input loads. Upon facing increased input loads, the system
needs to allocate more resources to avoid operators being
congested and maintain stable query latency.

Cloud providers offer primarily two options for on-demand
resource allocation: virtual machines (VM) and serverless
functions (SF). We compare three representative characteris-
tics between these two options in more detail.
Resource size. VMs are machine-isolated by bare-metal hy-
pervisors, whereas SFs are process-isolated by OSes. There-
fore, SFs are much more flexible in allocating resources.
Cloud providers typically provide VMs in chunks of a pre-
defined, fixed amount of resources (e.g., r5.xlarge with 4
vCores and 32GB memory). In contrast, SFs are allocated
based on a specified memory size. For the memory size, cloud
providers assign a certain number of CPU power (e.g., vCores)
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Figure 3: While scaling out on SF instances, the system must
be aware that a⃝ task state migration overheads lead to latency
spikes, and b⃝ direct data communication among adjacent
tasks is prohibited between SF instances.

guided by their pricing model [8]. We observe that network
bandwidth per SF instance is about 100Mbps and concurrently
using multiple SFs can increase the bandwidth up to GBs of
effective bandwidth, which VMs already support, providing
enough capacities to handle most streaming workloads.
Start-up time. VM instances take a significant amount of
time to launch and to prepare the runtime stack for query
workload as they virtualize resources using bare-metal hyper-
visors. We observe that provisioning a new VM instance in
major cloud service providers, like AWS, Azure, and GCP,
mostly has a latency of over 25 seconds. On the contrary, SF
instances provided by these cloud vendors take only 300-750
ms to launch and be ready to run because SF instances share
runtimes and resources at the OS level.
Usage cost. SF instances are much more expensive to use
than VM instances, e.g., 4× more expensive when running a
1GB SF instance with AWS Lambda (with < 1 vCPU) com-
pared to a t2.micro EC2 instance, which is equipped with
1 vCPU and 1GB RAM. However, temporarily using SF in-
stances primarily for frequent short-lived bursty loads that con-
stitute only a small fraction of time throughout the day [26]
does not significantly increase the operational cost (§ 6.5).

3 Challenges

Based on these observations, we propose to use a combina-
tion of VMs and SFs to have the best of both worlds. To
achieve low latency and cost, we use cheap and stable VMs
for handling continuous loads for long periods of time, and
costly and reactive SFs for bursty loads during short periods of
time. In this section, we describe several challenges in scaling
streaming loads from VMs to on-demand SF instances.
C1. Migration with large operator states. For stream scal-
ing in the cloud, existing approaches trigger resource adap-
tation primarily by re-scaling operators (i.e., increasing or
decreasing parallelism) and migrating the bottlenecked tasks
to the instances with available resources (i.e., load redistri-
bution) [7, 15, 16, 19, 28, 36, 49]. Thus, even if we can set
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Figure 4: A comparison of the overheads of different steps of
workload scaling on stream processing systems in the cloud.
The VM, SF, and managed runtime initialization overheads
are averaged across all instances, and the data redirection and
task/state migration overheads are averaged across all single-
scaling operations for the 5× input load experiment in § 6.
Error bars indicate the 95% confidence interval.

up SF instances quickly, the task state migration overhead is
inevitable with existing systems, as shown by Fig. 3 a⃝, and
paradoxically often inflicts damage to system performance.

Fig. 4 illustrates the various overheads that occur during
a single workload scaling for the queries evaluated in § 6.
As shown in this figure, the task migration and reconfigu-
ration require a few extra seconds (3-4 seconds) to resume
the work after the migration. Also, the state migration takes
several seconds (e.g., from 4 to 17 seconds) depending on the
state size because of the (de)serialization overheads of states.
These task and state migration overheads lead to increased
query latency due to the delay in receiving events from up-
stream tasks. The system that aims to meet low-latency SLOs
must correctly and rapidly carry out task offloading to SFs.
In particular, some use cases are expected to generate out-
puts even in order of seconds or less, without query accuracy
loss [36, 48].

C2. Indirect data communication between SF instances.
As SFs are designed to be provisional and temporary, cloud
vendors usually prohibit running a server process that can ac-
cept inbound network connections on an SF instance. Hence,
direct data communication across SF instances is prohibited.
This prevents neighboring stream operators (parent and child
operators) from being offloaded to SFs simultaneously, as
these operators require direct shuffle data transfers to group
data by its key partitions, as shown in Fig. 3 b⃝.

Therefore, we can choose to migrate only certain tasks to
SFs (e.g., either operator A or B in Fig. 3), but this eventually
leads the bursty input load to end up on VMs on the adjacent
operators and fails to alleviate latencies. Alternatively, we can
offload all the tasks involved in the shuffle communication on
a large SF instance. However, this forces parallel tasks to be
located on a single SF instance, which can lead to network
pressure while leaving VMs idle. Consequently, it is essential
to design the system to be able to offload adjacent opera-
tors together to SFs while bypassing the prohibited direct
communication across SF instances.

C3. Quick decision making and scaling. With frequent un-
predictable changes in input events, offloading decisions must
be made quickly at runtime. Stream systems often detect
symptoms of bottlenecks from system metrics and decide
on whether and how much to scale. However, existing ap-
proaches can be too slow, as they require multiple iterations
of optimization that scale bottleneck operators one after an-
other [19]. Other work prevents such iterations by providing a
global optimum after collecting all metrics from all executors
to redistribute tasks [28]. While these approaches effectively
find the target throughput and may be suitable for throughput-
oriented workloads, they only work in intervals of multiple
10s of seconds and may not be suitable for latency-oriented
workloads. For a stream system operating with diverse inter-
vals and window sizes, it is important to have a uniformly fast
and effective optimization level to prevent window outputs
from being delivered too late.

4 Sponge Design

In this section, we describe the key pillars of our system de-
sign and explain the details by illustrating our graph rewriting
algorithm, dynamic offloading policy, and the mechanisms
that prevent cold start latencies and enable system correctness.

4.1 Design Overview
Latency spikes occur when the input rate ri exceeds the max-
imum throughput mi on a particular task pi. When this hap-
pens, data starts to accumulate on the event queue, along with
the operator state in memory, leading to high CPU usage
and memory pressure. In a cloud environment, the maximum
throughput mi often depends on the CPU capacity allocated
to the task, regardless of the operator type. This is because
most cloud providers are equipped with GBs of network band-
widths, and memory pressure starts to increase when the CPU
becomes saturated, and the input data builds up in the event
queue with ri > mi. Therefore, our goal is to primarily fo-
cus on relieving CPU pressure. To achieve this, we design
a system that accurately estimates the amount of additional
resources needed and provides fast mechanisms for offload-
ing CPU computation from VMs to SFs through two design
principles: redirect-and-merge and fast reactive scaling.
Redirect-and-merge. Sponge is designed to rapidly forward
increased input load to available resources in SF instances. To
ensure speed, we bypass expensive query optimizations dur-
ing runtime by performing DAG optimizations during com-
pile time, i.e., when the application is launched (Fig. 5 a⃝).
During compile time, there are no concerns yet about runtime
synchronization and progress, so it only takes about 200ms
upon workload initialization to perform the DAG optimiza-
tions. After the optimization, Sponge scheduler places tasks
on appropriate executors (Fig. 5 b⃝). This allows Sponge to
focus on which operators and how much of their data volume
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Figure 5: Sponge architecture.

to offload to SFs based on monitoring CPU usage (Fig. 5 c⃝)
without having to relaunch queries at runtime.

While stateful operators are our primary focus as initial bot-
tlenecks, any operator can become a subsequent bottleneck.
Thus, we enable offloading for any operator, regardless of its
type and statefulness. We design transient operators (TOs) so
that operator logic can be prepared on SF instances to receive
events immediately after detecting an increase in the input
load and CPU usage on VMs (Fig. 5 d⃝). We also enable of-
floading to be activated at any time with high efficiency and
responsiveness. To meet these requirements, we introduce a
set of new proxy operators: router operators (ROs) and merge
operators (MOs). ROs supervise the data communication to
downstream VM and SF instances, in order to enable the sys-
tem to rapidly and elastically forward data from any existing
operators to the designated instances (Fig. 5 e⃝). To minimize
state migration overhead, which is a major bottleneck in task
migration [18, 23, 25, 55], the states, exclusively for the of-
floaded input load, are maintained separately on SFs. MOs
enable the system to later merge the corresponding states of
offloaded workload created on SFs with the states on the orig-
inal VMs for any stateful operators (Fig. 5 f⃝). This way, the
offloading overhead for both stateful and stateless operators
is substantially reduced, as we only have to offload the com-
putational logic, and not the states. The proxy operators are
inactive during non-scaling periods to avoid extra costs and
are only activated when needed.

Fast reactive scaling. With the principle above, we provide a
fast reactive approach that prevents inaccurate predictions on
resource provisioning by monitoring local performance met-
rics within the executors. Bottlenecks often occur individually
on VMs, so it is sufficient to mitigate them locally within each
VM. As briefly mentioned, relieving CPU pressure when the
input rate ri is greater than the operator throughput mi is key
to reducing CPU and memory strain in stream processing
systems. Sponge has low monitoring overhead, with less than
10ms per observation. Based on input rate and CPU usage
observations, Sponge estimates the amount of CPU resources
needed to increase operator throughput and meet our SLOs
under increased input loads.

Algorithm 1: DAG rewriting for operator insertion.

1 Function OperatorInsertion(dag)
2 for vertex, inedges in dag.topological_sort() do
3 t_op = TransientOp.for(vertex)
4 for inedge in inedges do
5 if inedge.comm != 1to1 then
6 r_op = RouterOp.create()
7 dag.remove_edge(inedge)
8 e1 = {inedge.src→r_op, inedge.comm}
9 e2 = {r_op→vertex, 1to1}

// connect transient operators
10 e3 = {inedge.src.t_op→r_op, inedge.comm}
11 e4 = {r_op→vertex.t_op, 1to1}
12 dag.add_edges([e1, e2, e3, e4])

13 else
14 e = {inedge.src.t_op→t_op, 1to1}
15 dag.add_edges([e])

16 if inedge.src.is_stateful() then
17 m_op = MergeOp.create()
18 dag.remove_edge(inedge)
19 e1 = {inedge.src→m_op, inedge.comm}
20 e2 = {m_op→vertex, 1to1}
21 e3 =

{inedge.src.t_op→m_op,inedge.comm}
22 e4 = {m_op→vertex, 1to1}
23 dag.add_edges([e1, e2, e3, e4])

24 return dag
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Figure 6: DAG transformation after graph rewriting.

4.2 Compile-time Graph Rewriting Algorithm

At the start of the application, our compiler applies the graph
rewriting algorithm (Algorithm 1) to the application DAG,
which produces a new DAG based on a set of conditional
rules, as shown in Fig. 6. In our algorithm, TOs, ROs, and
MOs are inserted as follows. TOs are cloned stream oper-
ators with additional features to run on SF instances, such
as maintaining partial states for stateful operators. Since all
original operators are potential candidates for offloading, we
first create TOs for all operators (line 3, Fig. 6 a⃝). This way,
all operators causing CPU bottlenecks can scale on SFs with
TOs. ROs enable data communications between VM and SF
instances when the communication pattern involves a shuffle
or a broadcast (as one-to-one communications typically occur
locally between pipelined operators) (§ 2). ROs run on exist-
ing VMs to redirect the input data to the downstream tasks
running on either VMs or SFs without performing additional
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computations (line 5-12, Fig. 6 b⃝). If the communication pat-
tern involves the same number of partitions and tasks between
two operators, we pipeline the corresponding TOs with a one-
to-one edge (line 13-15). ROs incur almost no costs as they
simply redirect events to the tasks on target instances (e.g.,
conventional or TO tasks). Lastly, we insert an MO after each
stateful operator for every edge, so that the partially aggre-
gated states on the TOs can be merged back into the original
states on VMs (line 16-23, Fig. 6 c⃝), where the details of
the merging mechanisms are provided in § 4.5. Stateless op-
erators do not need to merge states, so they simply pass on
their output to the following operators (e.g., filter operator in
Fig. 6). During non-scaling periods, ROs are not activated
and TOs and MOs do not receive any data, adding no compu-
tational costs to the runtime. The operators are only activated
upon offloading actions.

4.3 Dynamic Offloading Policy
In this section, we describe when Sponge triggers offloading,
how many SF instances it uses, and how many events it of-
floads. Our goal is to constantly maintain low query latencies
while keeping CPU utilization stable across all active cloud
instances. To achieve this, Sponge quickly calculates the total
number of CPU cores needed to meet this goal and the Sponge
scheduler redistributes the workload accordingly among the
tasks placed on VMs and SFs.
Overall workflow. The Sponge runtime, shown in Fig. 5,
is a main system component that performs monitoring of
the resources and operator states to take immediate scaling
actions as needed. Each executor continuously monitors CPU
resources and input rates, typically every second, and observes
if the CPU load falls outside a stable range for consecutive
periods. If so, the Sponge runtime initiates the scaling phase
by first calculating the target system throughput, based on the
over-subscription period of CPUs and the current input rates
(that jointly decide the number of events in the queue), and the
recovery deadline (the time remaining to clear the events and
return the system to a stable state). Subsequently, the Sponge
runtime adds new SF instances as needed to meet the recovery
deadline by sending requests to the Sponge scheduler. The
number of new SF instances is chosen to be minimum to
neither over-subscribe nor under-subscribe the active cloud
instances, minimizing operational costs. After a scaling action
is taken, the Sponge runtime returns to the monitoring phase.
It is possible that the Sponge runtime may go through multiple
monitoring-scaling phases before the system becomes stable.

4.3.1 Detailed Offloading Process

CPU utilization goals. Along with system metrics, such as
the input rate and operator latency, Sponge measures the CPU
load of the executor in order to maintain adequate CPU loads
on individual nodes. Through extensive experiments, we have

observed that the input rate ri exceeds operator throughput mi
and event queues start to build up (i.e., ri > mi) when the CPU
is occupied at around 75-80% of its capacity. We have also
seen symptoms of over-provisioned system resources when
the CPU load falls under 50-60%. Due to such reasons, we
aim to maintain the CPU utilization range between 60-80%.
Events in the queue. Assuming ri(t)> mi(t) between times
tp and tp+1 (tp < tp+1), the number of excess events accumu-
lated in the queue can be formulated as

∫ tp+1
tp (ri(t)−mi(t))dt.

Obviously, the accumulated events in the queue will be
smaller if the duration d = tp+1 − tp is smaller. This is the
main reason for using SF instances over VMs – to reduce the
duration of ri(t)> mi(t).
Recovery deadline. Recovering from this event backpressure
is achieved by providing the system with additional resources
to achieve higher throughput, mio . If additional resources are
available from time to, we should set a deadline to+1 until
which we aim to empty the queue to return to a stable state for
our streaming system. We base the deadline on the window in-
terval of the query (e.g., 10 seconds) so that we can deliver the
query results within the query’s next output boundary. Then,
the number of additional events that can be processed from
the queue can be expressed as

∫ to+1
to (mio − ri(t))dt, where the

increased throughput is larger than the input rate (mio > ri(t)).
As a result, we should adjust our throughput mio with suffi-
cient additional resources to meet our recovery deadline to+1
(e.g., to+1 − to ≤ 10) such that the following equation holds:∫ tp+1

tp

(ri(t)−mi(t))dt ≤
∫ to+1

to
(mio − ri(t))dt (1)

The approximation of the integrals is based on Simpson’s
rule provided by [5], which turns complex calculations into
simple arithmetic that incurs trivial overheads.
Stable throughput per VM CPU core. To calculate the
target number of SF instances required to achieve our tar-
get throughput, we maintain records of the CPU usage rate
of the VM node during stable loads. Assuming that a task
pi runs on a single VM core with an average usage rate of
ucpuV M

i
(%) and an average task input rate of ri[events/sec]

based on the records, we scale and approximate the input
rate and throughput for 100% utilization of the VM core
rpcV M

i [events/(sec · core)] for task pi, as follows:

rpcV M
i =

ri
ucpuV M

i
100

[events/(sec · core)] (2)

Required number of SF instances and data redistribution.
Based on the approximation of how much input throughput a
VM core can handle, we can calculate the number of required
SF instances to achieve our target throughput mio with a sim-
ple division. We offload tasks from VMs to SFs to keep the
CPU utilization of VM clusters between 60−80% in order to
prevent resource over-provisioning. Hence, we target the VM
CPU core usages at 70%, for our approximation to solidly fall
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into our target with a ±10% buffer even when our profiling
measurements exhibit minor errors on time-varying variables
like ri(t).

Assuming the CPU capacity of each SF instance core is
different from that of a VM core, we can derive a relation
between them with profiling: capaSF

core = ρ ∗ capaV M
core. Cor-

respondingly, rpcSF
i = ρ∗ rpcV M

i because the throughput is
proportional to the CPU capacity. Altogether, the number of
total SF cores c that we need to prepare to meet our latency
goal for task pi can be derived with Equation 2 as follows:

c = ⌈ mio

0.7 · rpcSF
i

⌉= ⌈
mio ·ucpus

0.7 ·100 ·ρ · ri
⌉ (3)

where the number of required SF instance cores increases
as ρ decreases. Finally, the number of SF instances can be
calculated with c

k where k is the number of cores per SF
instance (k = 1 in our evaluation).

When offloading stateless or stateful tasks, Sponge evenly
redirects data or redistributes keys to the c

k SF instances, while
processing remaining events on VMs to keep 70% CPU usage
in average. If the event distribution is skewed across the key
space, the solution can be extended to use key histograms for
more accurate key partitioning, as in existing approaches [13,
30]. Both during scaling up and down, the target CPU usage
is set at 70% within our target range.

4.4 Reducing Cold Start Latency
In order to timely gain access to SFs, Sponge provides two
options: (1) warm-up SF workers in advance by sporadically
processing short events [21, 39, 58] to minimize the managed
runtime initialization overheads [35], and (2) use solutions
like AWS SnapStart [32], which bring shorter initialization
times of SFs by taking a snapshot of the initialized SF instance
environment and caching it for low-latency access [1]. As SFs
are charged based on the memory usage time and the number
of requests [9, 10, 22], prices for pre-warming SFs are trivial
(nearly zero). By default, Sponge prepares and keeps enough
SFs warm to handle up to 5× the stable load during the work-
load. For bursty loads that exceed 5× the stable load, Sponge
timely prepares new instances with SnapStart [32] on AWS.
SFs on AWS SnapStart [1, 32] show a slightly worse start-up
time compared to the instances that are kept warm in advance,
but the overhead is reduced by more than 80% compared to
unoptimized JVM initializations, resulting in a sub-second to-
tal start-up time for SFs (§ 6.4). As a result, by enabling both
methods for initializing the managed runtime, Sponge can
timely gain access to SFs upon facing unpredictable bursty
input loads.

4.5 Correctness
As stream systems are designed to be long-running, progress
is tracked by the positions of the watermarks that flow along
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Figure 7: Once an operator (A2) tries to scale, an offload mes-
sage (M) is generated at the RO (R2) to activate its TO (T2)
and MO (M2). The offload message acts as a boundary among
input events (1-9) for operator scaling and state merging.

with stream events [12, 15, 51, 57]. Based on the intuition,
Sponge maintains correctness by (1) introducing a watermark
in the event stream as a control message upon (de)activating
an operator and (2) ensuring that all events between two wa-
termarks are processed in the original system (i.e., without
offloading) or on the offloaded operators [23, 36].

Concretely, upon detecting a possible bottleneck in an oper-
ator task pi on an executor, Sponge fires a watermark message
M into the data channel (Fig. 7). Upon receiving watermark
messages, operators checkpoint their states to later recover
from the checkpointed states, guaranteeing exactly-once pro-
cessing. Sponge scales after temporarily pausing operators
upon control messages and delivering messages to down-
stream tasks. Once all on-the-fly events in the data plane are
consumed, downstream tasks send acks back to the upstream
tasks to guarantee no event and state loss.

Thus, the events that arrive after M are immediately redi-
rected to the tasks of the TOs on SFs, where partial states
are aggregated if the operator is stateful. For stateful opera-
tors, TOs send the aggregated states to the following MOs
placed on VMs, which know where to start merging the partial
states with the original ones. Both incremental and appended
aggregation can be mergeable with partial states, similar to
how Flink [15] manages shared states, which causes mod-
erate overhead on VMs. Even if events arrive out-of-order
in the merge operators, they wait for the same watermark to
arrive from the task in VM and its transient tasks so that the
states can be synchronized. This ensures that all input data
before and after M are processed according to the proposed
optimizations.

5 Implementation

We have implemented Sponge with about 10K lines of Java
with support for AWS Lambda, as follows:
Programming interface: To express a stream query as an
application DAG, we use Apache Beam [12] application se-
mantics, which is a widely used dataflow programming inter-
face for various systems (e.g., Spark [7], Flink [15], Cloud-
Dataflow [3]). In addition, as Beam provides APIs for devel-
opers to build associative and commutative operations (e.g.,
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Figure 8: A simplified application DAG of stream queries
used in our evaluation. M and F are map and filter operators,
GbK is a stateful group-by-key operator for incremental ag-
gregation on windows, and SI is a non-mergeable stateful
operator for the join operation.

combiners), Sponge can extract this information to build the
merge operators.
Compiler: Apache Nemo [51, 57] provides the intermedi-
ate representation and optimization pass abstractions, with
which we can flexibly optimize application DAGs. We split
our operator insertion into three separate optimization passes
for inserting ROs, TOs, and MOs on Nemo to reshape the
application DAG, defined by Apache Beam semantics.
Runtime: We modify the Nemo runtime [51, 57] to support
the migration of tasks and the redirection of the data from
VMs to SFs. Sponge executes worker processes on VM and
SF instances, which each manages a thread pool that contains
a fixed number of threads and assigns tasks to the threads.
VM workers set up Netty [41] network channels and com-
municate with other VMs and SF workers, while there are
no network channels set up between SF instances due to the
communication constraint. For launching new VM and SF
instances, as well as for deploying the worker code on AWS
Lambda, we use boto3, the AWS SDK API for controlling
AWS instances [14].

6 Evaluation
In our evaluation, we observe Sponge performance compared
to other scaling mechanisms (§ 6.2), distinguish the factors
that contribute to the Sponge performance (§ 6.3), compare
the cold start latency reduction mechanisms (§ 6.4), and ob-
serve the latency-cost trade-off between SFs and VMs (§ 6.5).

6.1 Methodology
Environment. We use AWS EC2 r5.xlarge instances (32GB
of memory and 4 vCores) as VM workers, and AWS Lambda
instances as SF workers. As AWS Lambda offers one vCPU
per 1,769MB and provides constant network bandwidth (i.e.,
∼ 100Mbps) regardless of the instance size, we use single-
core SF instances of 1,769MB to provision each instance
with enough network bandwidth to achieve the throughput
of the CPU core. VMs generally provide 10Gbps networks,
which effortlessly cover the traffic generated by the CPU

Query Stateful State
Size

# of Tasks
(per Op.)

Stable in-
put rate

Q1 X - 120 550 K/s
Q4 O ∼90 MB 60 190 K/s
Q5 O ∼2.4 GB 70 19 K/s
Q6 O ∼73 MB 70 230 K/s
Q7 O ∼1.5 GB 90 15 K/s
Q8 O ∼7 GB 60 60 K/s

Table 1: Characteristics of different NEXMark stream queries.
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Figure 9: Examples of different bursty input patterns used in
some experiments, where input rates increase at time t = 380.
(a) shows a sudden increase from 60K to 300K (5×) for 60
seconds, (b) shows a sine-curve increase and decrease, and
(c) shows a gradual increase.

core throughput (i.e., < 10% bandwidth utilization when of-
floading 450K events/sec). We set up Amazon Virtual Private
Cloud (VPC) for the data communication between the VM
and SF instances for stable network connections.
Workloads. NEXMark [42] is a widely used streaming bench-
mark [28, 33] that analyzes auctions and bid data streams.
NEXMark contains diverse stream queries with complex
dataflow and stateful operations. Among the 8 (Q1-8) NEX-
Mark queries, we choose 6 queries as shown in Table 1
because they represent distinctive data communication pat-
terns and stateless and stateful operations. We omit Q2-3
because Q2 is a stateless query similar to Q1, and Q3 is a
non-associative stateful query like Q7.

Fig. 8 illustrates the simplified original DAG of NEXMark
queries, and Table 1 summaries the characteristics of the
queries. The queries except for Q1 contain windowed op-
erations. We configure the window size of queries as 60 sec-
onds and the window interval as 1 second. While the system
throughput declines with larger and more frequent windows,
we evaluate under a frequent window interval to test Sponge
under requirements for frequent, time-critical resource scal-
ing. The throughput of the evaluated engine [51,57] is similar
to the performance of other stream processing engines [7, 15]
when the same window size and interval are used. Nonethe-
less, in our evaluation, the bursty traffic is increased by up to
10× events/sec and represents a wide range of realistic input
rates in the field (§ 6.2).
Baseline. We compare Sponge with the following baselines:
• NoScaling executes stream queries on static VMs without
scaling out stream queries.

• VMBase dynamically creates new VMs and migrates tasks
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Figure 10: The tail latency graph, under a bursty load
(Fig. 9(a)) at t = 380s and scaling is triggered at t = 381s.

to the new VMs for scaling without dataflow reshaping.

• SFBase dynamically creates SF instances and migrates
tasks to SFs for scaling without dataflow reshaping. For SF-
Base and Sponge, we prevent cold start latencies on SF work-
ers as described in § 4.4.

• VMInit initializes new VMs in advance and migrates tasks
to the new VMs for scaling without dataflow reshaping.

• Over over-provisions VMs and already has enough re-
sources to cover input loads without dataflow reshaping.

Bursty traffic and resource allocation. We emulate bursty
traffic by increasing the input rate over a short period of time,
as shown in Fig. 9. In this traffic pattern, we first generate
stable input streams where the input rate is stable and does not
fluctuate. At a specific point (e.g., t = 380s in our evaluation),
we increase the input rate for a short period of time (e.g., 60
seconds) to emulate an increased load and then decrease the
rate back to the stable input rate. In § 6.2, we observe the av-
erage performance of the different systems under up to 10×
burstiness ( bursty input rate

stable input rate ), and we provide detailed analysis on
the effects of the burstiness rising from 3× to 6× in § 6.3. By
default, the burstiness is set to 5×, as it distinctly shows the
limitations of existing approaches comparatively. For exam-
ple, as the stable CPU load is kept at 60−80%, most baselines
already experience high latencies from 2× burstiness, but the
performance results are more clearly distinguishable between
the baselines under the 5× burstiness.

During the stable load, we run 5 VM workers. We gen-
erate events (per second) for the stable load such that all 5
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Figure 11: The CPU utilization graph, under a bursty load
(Fig. 9(a)) at t = 380s and scaling at t = 381s.

VM workers undergo CPU usage between 60% and 80%,
preventing the VM cluster from being under-loaded or over-
loaded. As queries have different computational complexity,
the stable input rate is configured differently for each query as
shown in the last column of Table 1. Once bursty loads occur,
we dynamically allocate up to 200 single-core SF instances
for Sponge and SFBase, and up to 50(10×) new extra VM
instances for VMBase depending on the query load.

6.2 Performance Analysis
Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 illustrate the 99th-percentile tail latency
and CPU utilization, respectively, of the different systems
across different queries for the Burst traffic pattern in Fig. 9.
Overall, Sponge and Over exhibit lower latencies compared to
others during bursty periods and successfully keep the CPU
utilization stable. The latency of NoScaling continuously in-
creases with full CPU utilization as the existing VMs are
overloaded and never perform offloading. Henceforth, we dis-
cuss Sponge and other baselines that perform scaling. For
SF-based strategies that are restricted by the prohibited di-
rect communication between SF instances, we profile their
operator costs and manually configure them to make the best
scaling decisions.
Sponge. Sponge reduces the tail latency on average by 88%
compared to VMBase and 70% compared to SFBase and
performs comparably to Over. Sponge also keeps the CPU
utilization relatively stable across time, as shown in Fig. 11.
Subsequently, we illustrate below why other scaling strategies
cannot deliver the same benefits as Sponge in further detail.
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Traffic pattern Burstiness Duration

Figure 12: Summarized results of the experiments, with sim-
ilar settings as in Fig. 10, displaying the average peak tail
latency across the different NEXMark queries under diverse
input patterns and burstiness.

VMBase. The latency of VMBase in Fig. 10 increases by at
least 30s due to the slow start-up time of the VMs. Specifically,
we observe that it takes around 25-30 seconds for the VMs to
start, and around 4 extra seconds for managed runtime (i.e.,
JVM) worker processes to start on the newly started VMs.
Moreover, as JVM processes are cold at the beginning and
JIT compilation is not triggered, the processing throughput
is low in the beginning, which causes extra latency of up
to 44 seconds. After new VMs are instantiated, tasks are
migrated to new VMs, and the latency of the VM decreases as
the throughput eventually becomes larger than the input rate.
Nevertheless, the CPU utilization of VMBase shown in Fig. 11
is continually kept high after the peak load, as it tries to climb
down from the latency peak by heavily processing the data in
the event queue.
SFBase. The slow start-up time of VMs can be mitigated
by using SFs as shown in SFBase. Upon scaling out Q1 (a
simple stateless query), SFBase significantly reduces the la-
tency and CPU compared to VMBase, as the start-up time of
an SF instance only takes a few hundred milliseconds in our
evaluation. This result suggests that only by using SFs instead
of VMs, we can significantly improve the latency for scaling
out a simple stateless query, similar to MArk which handles
bursty loads of stateless inference jobs [58].

However, for scaling out other complex queries with N-to-
N shuffle data communications and stateful operations, the
performance gain of SFBase compared to VMBase declines.
It indicates that naïvely scaling queries on SFs without any
operator insertion has limitations due to the challenges ex-
plained in § 3. In Q4 and Q6, latency increases by up to 12
seconds because the operators with shuffle edges cannot be
redistributed to SFs and VMs become the bottleneck. In Q5,
Q7, and Q8, latency and CPU spikes are caused by task and
state migration overheads.
VMInit. Like SFBase, VMInit reduces the slow start-up time
of VMs by starting them in advance. For VMInit, queries with
N-to-N shuffle data communications can be offloaded, but we
can see that it still incurs task and state migration overheads
resulting in short steep peaks of tail latencies and CPU usage,
which is highlighted in Q8.
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Figure 13: The latency graphs for SF, SpongeRO, SpongeTO,
SpongeSnap, and Sponge to analyze and break down the per-
formance improvements of Sponge.

Over. The over-provisioned case is the most expensive solu-
tion, providing enough resources for the peak loads without
considering an upper bound for runtime costs. In Fig. 10, we
can see a slight increase in latency as the input load increases,
but it soon stabilizes back. The CPU usage in Fig. 11 dis-
plays an under-utilization before the peak load, but shows an
adequate utilization rate afterward, as it is allocated with an
adequate amount of resources for the peak load.
Input patterns. In Fig. 12, we can see the average tail latency
among the different queries along the different input patterns.
We can see that Sponge and Over show good performance
among all settings, and NoScaling continuous increases in
most cases. The sine and gradual bursts show a relatively mild
effect compared to others, as their bursts are more gentle. We
can see that while 120s and 30s bursts show somewhat similar
results, 7× and 10× bursts show higher tail latencies due to
the increased load.

6.3 Graph Rewriting Effect
To validate our design, we analyze the performance gain on
Sponge with the following additional baselines:
• SpongeRO scales queries on SFs while allowing direct
communication between SF instances with ROs only.

• SpongeTO scales queries on SFs by adding event redirec-
tion atop SpongeRO with ROs and TOs.

• SpongeSnap shows performance for Sponge, with ROs,
TOs, and MOs, on SnapStart, without pre-warming instances.

Fig. 13 illustrates the tail latencies of SFBase, SpongeRO,
SpongeTO, SpongeSnap, and Sponge in more detail. Q1 and
Q7 are omitted in the figure, as Q1 is a simple stateless query,
and Q7 is represented by Q5 and Q8.
Router operator effect. Comparing SpongeRO with SFBase
shows the effect of router operators. In Q4 and Q6, SFs exhibit
higher latencies as VMs are bottlenecked while processing
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Figure 14: Comparison on Q4 for (a) SFBase and SpongeRO
on diverse burstiness, and (b) SpongeRO and SpongeTO on
different degrees of parallelism (# of parallel tasks).

events for M operators (Fig. 8) on VMs (only 3% of input
events are filtered before M2). As naive SFs can only offload
one of M and GbK, we choose to offload GbK, as the amount
of computation on M is smaller than that of GbK due to the
additional aggregation. However, the input rate of M on VMs
becomes higher than the maximum throughput on the VMs
with 5× bursts in Q4 and Q6, and events pile up in M operators,
incurring latency increases in SFs. In Q5 and Q8, the latency
of SFBase is similar to SpongeRO as VMs sufficiently handle
the load on M operators. The main bottlenecks in Q5 and Q8
are GbK operators, which incur large aggregate computations.
This result indicates that the RO is effective when the input
rate and the overhead caused by the operators running on
VMs are high.

We also evaluate when VMs become bottlenecks on M op-
erators, by varying the burstiness ( bursty input rate

stable input rate from 3 to 6 in
Q4 (Fig. 14(a)). In the figure, the bottom and top of the box
are the 25th and 75th percentiles, the line indicates the me-
dian, error bars are the 95% confidence interval, and outliers
are dotted as rhombi. VMs sufficiently handle 3× and 4×
burstiness, and the latency of SFBase does not increase and is
similar to SpongeRO. However, when the burstiness increases
to 6×, VMs become the bottleneck in processing the input
events of M. Unlike SFBase, SpongeRO adds an RO between
M and GbK, and migrates both M and GbK to SFs while keeping
the RO on VMs. As an RO does not (de)serialize events and
does not perform computation, the amount of computation of
RO is always smaller than that of M, and reduces latencies by
up to 70%.

Transient operator effect. Transient operators enable Spon-
ge to redirect data without stopping the workload for
rescheduling. The effectiveness of transient operators in-
creases as the number of tasks to be migrated (or redirected)
increases. Q4 requires a large number of tasks to be migrated
or redirected. For Q4, we had to migrate or redirect 85%
of total tasks to SFs to mitigate the bottleneck in the VMs
in SpongeRO and SpongeTO. SpongeRO takes around 2.8
seconds for migrating its tasks. In contrast, SpongeTO takes
around 1.4 seconds for redirecting its tasks. Due to the fast
redirection mechanism, SpongeTO additionally reduces the
latency by up to 28% compared to SpongeRO.
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Figure 15: (a) The latency during a bursty period, and (b) a
rough calculation of the cost according to the % of the bursty
duration throughout the day.

When the degree of parallelism increases, the number of
tasks to be migrated or redirected also increases. Fig. 14(b)
illustrates the tail latency under different degrees of paral-
lelism in Q4. With 50 parallel tasks for each operator, the task
migration/redirection overhead is small, but the latency in-
creases after the migration and redirection in both SpongeRO
and SpongeTO, as a smaller degree of parallelism makes the
system more prone to unevenly skewed tasks. With 70 parallel
tasks, the overall latency decreases but the task migration over-
head increases in SpongeRO. As a result, the peak latency in-
creases by up to 8 seconds. In contrast, due to the lightweight
redirection optimization, the peak latency of SpongeTO is kept
at around 3.5 seconds, which is 56% smaller than SpongeRO.
Merge operator effect. Even with ROs and TOs, SpongeTO
still suffers from high latencies in Q5 and Q8 due to the state
encoding/decoding overheads. The state migration overhead
is trivial in Q4 and Q6 (< 100MB), but the overhead increases
with the state size. The time to encode/decode the states of
Q5 and Q8 takes around 13s (for ∼2.4GB state) and 35s
(for ∼ 7 GB state), respectively. As a result, the latency of
SpongeTO increases by up to 15 and 38 seconds in Q5 and
Q8. In contrast, Sponge significantly reduces the latencies
to 4 seconds in Q5, and to 6 seconds in Q8, preventing state
migration overheads with MOs.

6.4 Cold Start Latency Reduction Methods
In § 4.4, we describe two methods for reducing the cold start
latency: by keeping warm SF instances and by using snap-
shots of SFs through tools like SnapStart [32]. In Fig. 13, we
can see that the performance of SpongeSnap, which solely
bases its initialization method on SnapStart [32], is slightly
worse, but comparable with Sponge, which uses a hybrid of
both methods in optimizing the managed runtime (e.g., JVM)
initialization overhead. Since the overhead is reduced by more
than 80% with SnapStart [32], and > 90% with warm SF in-
stances compared to the original managed runtime initializa-
tion methods on SF instances, both methods succeed to timely
supply SFs within a sub-second total start-up time.

6.5 Latency-Cost Trade-Off
The cost of using SF instances may be higher than over-
provisioning VMs when the bursty input persists. In such
cases, it makes more sense to launch new VMs while Sponge
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handles the bursty traffic and offload our tasks to the VM. To
investigate the latency-cost trade-off and figure out when it is
more beneficial to launch new VMs, we compare the follow-
ing two VM over-provisioning approaches with Sponge in
terms of latency and cost on the workload shown in Fig. 9(a).
One is 20-VMs (static), where 20 VMs are statically allocated
without dynamic scaling, and the other is 25-VMs (static),
where 25 VMs are statically allocated. As the default number
of VMs used in Sponge is 5, 20-VMs and 25-VMs allocate 4×
and 5× more VMs compared to Sponge, respectively.

Fig. 15(a) illustrates the latency of 20-VMs, 25-VMs, and
Sponge during the bursty period. The latency of Sponge is in
between 20-VMs and 25-VMs. Compared to 25-VMs, which
has enough resources to handle 5× bursty loads, Sponge has
inherent scaling overheads due to the redirection and migra-
tion protocols. This is why the latency of Sponge is slightly
higher than 25-VMs.

In terms of cost, Fig. 15(b) shows a rough calculation of
cost according to the bursty duration in a day. For instance,
1% of bursty duration represents that bursty loads happen
for 24hr ∗0.01 during a day. Basically, the cost of Sponge is
smaller than others when bursty loads occur in short durations.
When the duration of the bursty load is less than 15%, Spon-
ge has lower latency and cost compared to 20-VMs. When
the bursty load persists (at more than 25% in Fig. 15(b)), the
cost of Sponge exceeds 25-VMs due to the high cost of the
SF instances. In this case, it is more beneficial to statically
over-provision VM resources in terms of latency and cost.
Nevertheless, as presented in existing works [36, 40], bursty
loads are mostly short-lived, and persistent peaks are compar-
atively much rare, resulting in their duration generally falling
much below 15% of the total time. Sponge provides mech-
anisms to initially provide prompt scaling with fast-starting
SFs regardless of the peak duration and later expands the
cluster to additional slow-starting VMs if the peaks persist,
making the solution effective with any bursty traffic in terms
of both cost and latency.

7 Related Work

To the best of our knowledge, Sponge is the first work that
addresses all technical challenges described in § 3. There are
some existing works that partially address the challenges, and
we compare them with Sponge.
Data communication across SF instances. Researchers
have exploited fast-starting SF instances for various work-
loads such as interactive data analytics [27, 44], video analyt-
ics [4, 21], and daily applications [20]. These applications are
also represented as DAGs, and shuffle operations are required
between SF instances. Their solutions to enable data commu-
nication across SF instances enable using additional VM relay
servers [21], using HDFS in VMs [27], building an ephemeral
storage service [31], and using a NAT-traversal technique [20].
Sponge router operators enable data communication across SF

instances preserving event-based stream processing with low
latency, without requiring any of the additional VM resources
or NAT-traversal technique.
Optimizing state migration. Rhino [18] and ChronoStre-
am [55] replicate states of stream queries across extra (over-
provisioned) machines to minimize state migration over-
heads. Replicating and holding states requires costly over-
provisioning of long-running resources like VMs. Holding
states on SFs will cause additional state recovery and cost
when SFs are reclaimed by cloud vendors. Megaphone [25]
proposes fluid migration that smoothly migrates states from
source to destination resources for a long period to reconfigure
system configurations. However, when bursty loads happen,
the reconfiguration must be executed in a short period of time.
As a result, a large amount of state migration is inevitable to
quickly migrate the load on VMs. In contrast, Sponge avoids
state migration from VMs to SFs by just forwarding data to
SFs and merging partial states in SFs into the existing VMs.
Scaling policy. Regarding scaling policies, SEEP [16],
StreamCloud [24], and Dhalion [19] use metrics like CPU uti-
lization for their decisions. Systems such as DS2 [28] aim to
measure the processing and output rates of individual dataflow
operators through system instrumentation. Many of these
scaling policies are designed to be agnostic to the underlying
scaling mechanisms and resource acquisition schemes. In con-
trast, the Sponge scaling policy also explicitly considers the
characteristics of SF instances and offloads the right amount
of computations to keep the CPU utilization high.

8 Conclusion
Sponge harnesses SF instances for offloading bursty loads
from existing VMs in streaming workloads. Sponge mini-
mizes task migration overheads and addresses data commu-
nication constraints on SF instances by inserting new stream
operators in the application DAG: router, transient, and merge
operators. Sponge also provides an offloading policy that de-
termines when and how to offload the increased input loads.
Our evaluation on AWS EC2 and Lambda shows that the
Sponge operators are effective in significantly reducing tail la-
tencies in stream processing upon unpredictable bursty loads,
compared to existing scaling mechanisms on VMs and SFs.
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